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Abstract
Bone-conducted (BC) speech in an extremely noisy environ-
ment is stable against surrounding noise so that it may be able
to be used instead of air-conducted (AC) speech for commu-
nication. However, it has very poor sound quality and its in-
telligibility is degraded when transmitted through bone con-
duction. Therefore, voice-quality and the intelligibility of BC
speech need to be blindly improved in actual speech communi-
cation and this is a challenging new topic in the speech signal-
processing field. We proposed an LP-based model to restore BC
speech to improve its voice-quality in a previous study. While
other methods such as Long-term Fourier transform need to use
numerous AC speech parameters to restore BC speech, the pro-
posed model can blindly restore BC speech by predicting BC-
LP coefficients from AC-LP coefficients. We improved the pro-
posed model by (1) extending long-term processing to frame-
basis processing, (2) using LSF coefficients on LP representa-
tion, and (3) using a recurrent neural network for predicting pa-
rameters. We evaluated the improved model in comparison with
other models to find out whether the model could adequately
improve voice quality and the intelligibility of BC speech, us-
ing objective measures (LSD, MCD, and LCD) and carrying out
Modified Rhyme Tests (MRTs). An evaluation of these three
improvements to the LP-based model proved the practicability
of blind-BC restoration.
Index Terms: Speech intelligibility, Bone-conducted speech,
Blind restoration, linear prediction

1. Introduction
It is very difficult for automatic speech recognition (ASR) sys-
tems or humans to accomplish speech communications in ex-
tremely noisy environments. Many different complex models
have been used as a solution to canceling or reducing interfer-
ing noises. These are only efficient at low or medium noise
levels and are ineffective when the noise levels are too high.

Another possible solution is to use a special microphone to
record the speech signals transmitted through the speaker’s head
and face. This recorded signal is referred to as “bone-conducted
(BC) speech”. Its stability against interfering noise from a noisy
environment seems to make BC speech more advantageous than
noisy air-conducted (AC) speech. Although BC speech is not
affected by external noise while AC speech is, there is a draw-
back to using BC speech in that the signal is attenuated in a
complex way when it is transmitted through bone conduction.
This causes voice quality to degrade in BC speech. If the voice
quality of BC speech can be improved, the restored signal can
be applied to speech applications in noisy environments more
efficiently than using noisy AC speech. This presents a new
challenge in the speech signal-processing field since it is very
difficult to blindly restore the signals of BC speech and improve

its voice quality and speech intelligibility.
We can use BC speech for different purposes. A GMM-

based voice conversion model was applied to restore body trans-
mitted speech which like BC speech [5]. However, due to the
difficulty of dealing with F0 features and might be the synthesis
problems, this approach was only applied for unvoiced speech
such as whispered speech. In another approach such as using
air-and-bone conductive microphones, BC speech is just used
as an addition source to noisy AC speech and help to reduce the
external noise [6]. The purpose of our approach, however, is to
restore BC speech for applying the restored speech directly such
as for human hearing systems and a front-end of ASR systems.

Attenuation in BC speech signals varies for different po-
sitions of measurement (BC microphone positions), speakers,
and pronounced syllables [1]. This is because the characteris-
tics of bone conduction for frequency components varies with
speakers who pronounce syllables differently. This attenuation
is generally stronger at higher frequencies and seems to be low-
pass filtering with a cut-off frequency of about 1 kHz [1, 3].

The straightforward method of restoring BC speech is to
emphasize these attenuated frequency components by using
high-pass filtering (inverse of low-pass filtering). However, it
is difficult to adequately design one unique form of high-pass
filtering that is independent of speakers, pronounced syllables,
or measuring positions. Although there are various methods of
deriving inverse filtering such as the cross-spectrum and long-
term Fourier transform methods [2], these yield restored signals
with artifacts such as musical noise and echoes, so that there are
only slight improvements in voice quality [3, 4].

We proposed MTF-based and LP-based models [3] in our
previous paper. The MTF-based model compensated for the re-
duced values of temporal power envelopes in the channels of
the filterbank model. It overcame the drawbacks with previ-
ous methods and yielded a restored signal with enhanced voice
quality. Although its aim was to restore BC for human hearing,
no consideration was given to improving ASR systems. The LP-
based model originates from the idea of the source-filter model
where the LP residue information corresponding to the source
(glottal) characteristics is the same for both BC and AC speech
signals. Therefore, adaptive inverse filtering will primarily be
derived from the LP coefficients, which are related to the fil-
ter (vocal tract) characteristics. This model could yield restored
signals that are not only more intelligible to human hearing sys-
tems but also enable ASR systems to achieve better recognition.

Information on AC speech is needed to construct the inverse
filtering in all models [2, 3] and this is a significant drawback in
practice when we have no information on AC speech. From the
fact that the LP-based model only depends on a few unknown
parameters, i.e., the LP coefficients of AC speech (AC-LP co-
efficients), we proposed an LP-based model with the ability of
blind restoration by predicting these parameters [4]. Machine
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Figure 1: Ratio of AC-BC residues: (a) AC speech, (b) BC
speech, (c) residue correlation, and (d) residue ratio.

learning methods were applied to predicting AC-LP coefficients
from BC-LP coefficients. Although reasonable were obtained
to improve the intelligibility of BC speech, the LP-based model
[4] had some significant limitations. The LP coefficients were
not stable or suitable for prediction with statistical models due
to the different roles of LP coefficients and their relatively large
dynamic range. Even small prediction errors of AC-LP coeffi-
cients could easily cause problems with filter instability. Inverse
filtering was also determined to remain unchanged for an entire
BC speech signal.

We improved the model of LP-based blind restoration by
(1) extending long-term processing to frame basis processing,
(2) using LSF coefficients on LP representation, and (3) predict-
ing LSF parameters on a frame-by-frame basis via a recurrent
neural network. Since LSF coefficients play the same role in the
presentation of the spectrum envelope and their values are lim-
ited within a range (0, π), these coefficients could help alleviate
the limitations with LP coefficients in prediction using statisti-
cal methods. The processes of restoration on a frame-by-frame
basis could also be adapted to inverse filtering in real time. A
simple recurrent network was applied to predict BC-LSF coef-
ficients to complete the blind restoration system.

2. LP-based BC speech restoration
2.1. Signal restoration diagram based on LP

Linear prediction (LP) is one of the most powerful techniques
of analyzing speech. The all-pole model provides a good rep-
resentation of almost all speech sounds when the order of LP is
sufficiently high. Let x(n) and y(n) be discrete signals of AC
and its associated BC speech. The two signals are represented
by the LP model in the z-domain [3, 4] as:

−Gx(z) = X(z)

P∑

i=0

ax(i)z
−i, ax(0) = −1, (1)

−Gy(z) = Y (z)

Q∑

i=0

ay(i)z
−i, ay(0) = −1, (2)

where X(z) and Y (z) are the z-transforms of x(n) and y(n), P
and Q are LP orders, ax(i) and ay(i) are i-th LP coefficients,
and Gx(z) and Gy(z) are the z-transforms of LP residues of
gx(n) and gy(n).

Since the LP residues, gx(n) and gy(n), are related to the

source information (glottal information) of x(n) and y(n), this
kind of information may remain unchanged in both AC and BC
speech signals. Figure 1 has a typical example of the relation
between AC and BC speech signals. The AC and BC vowel /i/
signals, which have been recorded simultaneously, are in Figs.
1(a) and 1(b). Figure 1(c) shows that the correlation between
gx(n) and gy(n) is very high. Each correlation value here is
associated with an AC/BC speech pair at 4-ms frames. Figure
1(d) shows that the ratio of LP residues in the frequency domain
is almost constant. These facts suggest that the AC and BC
residues are almost the same except for magnitude. We can
represent this approximately as a constant factor, k, as

Gy(z)/Gx(z) = k. (3)

Let us assume that the mathematical description of transfer
function H(z) is an M -order FIR filter. In the z-domain, it is
represented as

H(z) =
Y (z)

X(z)
=

M∑

i=0

h(i)z−i. (4)

The inverse filter H−1(z) can be found as the inverse of H(z)
and used to restore BC to AC speech in a straightforward way.
All equations in the figure have been derived from Eqs. (1)-(3).
We can obtain the equation for H−1(z) simply from these as

H−1(z) =
1

H(z)
= k

Q∑

i=0

ay(i)z
−i

/
P∑

i=0

ax(i)z
−i. (5)

We should be able to obtain the restored speech from observed
BC speech with inverse filtering H−1(z). The constant value,
k, can be chosen manually and used to control the magnitude
of restored speech. The latter term depends on the LP coef-
ficients of signals. Therefore, these LP coefficients in the LP-
based model have to be predicted from observed BC speech; LP
coefficients, however, are inappropriate parameters for statisti-
cal models of prediction because their coefficients play different
roles and have a relatively wide dynamic range. Line spectral
frequency (LSF) coefficients are thus used as more appropriate
parameters in this paper.

2.2. LSF representation

Let A(z) be a general LP filter on an LP representation. The
LSF coefficients, φ and θ, can be derived from a symmetric
polynomial and an anti-symmetric polynomial, U(z) and V (z),
as the phase of conjugated zeros.

A(z) =

P∑

i=0

a(i)z−i, a(0) = −1, (6)

U(z) = A(z) + z−(P+1)A(z−1), (7)

V (z) = A(z)− z−(P+1)A(z−1), (8)

where U(z) has a root of z = −1 and V (z) has a root of z = 1.
U(z) and V (z) have conjugated zeros that can be expressed as
e±jφ and e±jθ . Phases φi and θi of the conjugated zeros of
U(z) and V (z) are interlaced with each other in the interval
(0, π). There are LSF coefficients in this case:

0 < φ1 < θ1 < φ2 < θ2 < · · · < π. (9)

Because of the interlacing property of these frequencies, LSF
coefficients exclusively determine U(z) and V (z), then A(z).
We can equivalently turn the coefficients of A(z) into the phases
φi and θi of the zeros of U(z) and V (z).
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Figure 2: Block diagrams of proposed model.

2.3. LSF transfer function

Substituting Eqs. (6)-(8) into Eq. (5), we can obtain

H−1(z) = k
Uy(z) + Vy(z)

Ux(z) + Vx(z)
. (10)

Here, Uy(z) and Vy(z) are (P + 1) order symmetric and anti-
symmetric polynomials for BC speech that are determined from
conjugated zeros or LSF coefficients. Ux(z) and Vx(z) are also
similar (Q + 1) order polynomials for AC speech. Here, the
inverse filtering depends on the LSF coefficients of speech sig-
nals, instead of the LP coefficients in Eq. (5).

We need to automatically predict AC-LSF coefficients from
BC-LSF coefficients to blindly restore BC speech. Let us con-
sider the problem of predicting AC-LSF in the next section. The
relation between the LSF coefficients of AC and BC speech sig-
nals is essential to restoring BC speech.

3. Blind BC restoration model
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the LP-based blind restoration
model for restoring BC speech. We introduced LP representa-
tion and LSF coefficients in the previous section. This section
explains how AC-LSF coefficients are predicted.

3.1. Prediction of AC-LSF coefficients

Problem: Let VY be the observed vector of BC-
LSF coefficients VY (ly(1), ly(2), ..., ly(Q)), and let
VX be the associated vector of AC-LSF coefficients
VX(lx(1), lx(2), ..., lx(P )). We need to approximately
predict the best match series of output vector VX from a
series of input vector VY . Since the characteristics of LSF
coefficients are as in Eq. (9), the LSF coefficients in vectors
VX and VY have to be satisfied as

0 < lx(1) < lx(2) < ... < lx(P ) < π, (11)

0 < ly(1) < ly(2) < ... < ly(Q) < π. (12)

LSF differentials have positive values in a range of (0, π). Us-
ing LSF differentials can help simplify the requirements as in
Eqs. (11) and (12) for the prediction problem instead of di-
rectly using LSF coefficients. Let ΔVY be the observed vec-
tor of BC-LSF differences ΔVY (Δy(1),Δy(2), ...,Δy(q)),
and let ΔVX be the predicted vector of AC-LSF differential
ΔVX(Δx(1),Δx(2), ...,Δx(P )). We need an Ω model that
enables the best match series of output vector ΔVX to be ap-
proximately predicted from a series of input vector ΔVY as:
ΔVX ← Ω(ΔVY ).

3.2. Elman-simple recurrent network

A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a feed back network, i.e.,
a model with bi-directional data flow. While a feed-forward
network such as a multilayer perceptron network (MLP) prop-
agates data linearly from input to output, RNN also propagates

data from later processing stages to earlier stages. Using RNN
could help us model the relationship between not only current
input but also that between previous input.

The Elman network, which is also called as simple recurrent
network (SRN), has one hidden layer with connections back
to a special copy layer. The functions learnt by the network
can then be based on the current inputs plus a record of the
previous states of the network. This model, in fact, is a finite
state machine that learns what state to remember. As the spe-
cial copy layer is treated as just another set of inputs, standard
back-propagation learning techniques, i.e., common supervised
learning techniques, can be used for training the network [7, 8].

We chose k = 1 and set both LP-orders as P = Q =
20(= M). This means that the input and output vectors have
20 dimensions. We thus chose the Elman structure. There were
20 nodes for the input layer, 20 nodes for the output layer, and
20 nodes for the hidden layer. We then have 1, 200 connection
in this Elman topology. Our proposed model can restore BC
speech for every speech frame in real time. We chose a frame
length of 250 ms, and the overlap between two neighbors was
125 ms. These values were to keep the frame-length sufficiently
short, and also to reduce the number of LSF differential vectors
(approximately 10, 000 samples) for training a small LSF pre-
diction model as will be discussed in the next section.

4. Evaluation
The aim of this evaluation was to investigate whether the pro-
posed model could adequately restore BC speech to attain better
voice quality and speech intelligibility in human-hearing sys-
tems and/or ASR systems and whether this could work well
blindly. Moreover, this evaluation was done to find what a sig-
nificant model for prediction should be.

We constructed an AC/BC database for the experiments.
Six speakers participated in the recording of 300 samples from
the modified rhyme test (MRT) [9]. BC and clean AC speech
signals were recorded simultaneously, whereas the BC speech
was collected above the speaker’s head. Therefore, we obtained
1, 800 pairs of data. The datasets from five people were used as
training data for the SRN model before it could be used to pre-
dict the AC-LSF differentials. The dataset from the other per-
son was used as testing data of restoration models. There were
1, 500 pairs of samples, or 1, 500 series of input/output vectors
(ΔVY and ΔVX ) for training. Each pair of vector series was
associated with a pair of AC/BC speech signals. We trained the
Elman network with 10, 000 back-propagation training cycles.

We evaluated two previous models and the two models
we propose using both objective and subjective measurements.
These were (1) the long-term Fourier transform (LTF), (2)
LP-based (LP) and (3) LP-based models using LSF coeffi-
cients and frame basis processing (LSF), and (4) LP-based
blind restoration - apply SRN to LSF (LSF-SRN). We used
LSD (log-spectrum distortion) to evaluate the improvements
in voice quality, and LCD (LP coefficient distance) and MCD
(MFCC distance) to evaluate the improvements in the cepstral
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Table 1: Objective evaluations.

Measure BC LTF LP LSF LSF-SRN
LSD 14.28 13.57 13.33 8.92 9.64
MCD 21.72 18.15 17.47 12.55 15.96
LCD 3.04 2.91 2.95 1.79 2.43

Table 2: Subjective evaluation: speech intelligibility test (Mod-
ified Rhyme test, correction (%)).

BC LTF LP LSF LSF-SRN AC
69.7 76.3 86.0 88.0 82.5 95.7

distance of the restored speech signals in the objective evalua-
tions. These measures were defined as

LSD =

√√√√ 1

W

W∑

ω

[
20 log10

(
|S(ω)|/|Ŝ(ω)|

)]2
, (13)

LCD =

√√√√ 1

P

P∑

i=1

(ax(i)− ay(i))
2, (14)

MCD =

12∑

i=0

(cx,i − cy,i)
2 . (15)

Here, W is the upper frequency, S(ω) and Ŝ(ω) are the ampli-
tude spectra, and cx,i and cy,i are the i-th MFCCs of signals.

Table 1 shows the distances for the three objective mea-
surements between a clean AC speech signal and the observed
BC speech and restored speech signals. The LSF model was
generally the best result, due to the shorter distances between
restored speech and AC speech. Thus, LSF model should be a
significant restoration model which improves both intelligibil-
ity for human-hearing systems and spectral distance for a front-
end of ASR systems. LSF-SRN model follows the LSF model,
and it can restore BC speech much better than the other pre-
vious models (LTF and LP). It also means that, the SRN was
trained adequately for predicting AC-LSF coefficients and then
help LSF-SRN model achieve good restoration results.

We carried out the Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) with six
subjects in the subjective evaluation. Subjects were shown
six-word lists and then asked to identify which of the six was
spoken. There were 50 six-word lists of rhyming or similar
sounding monosyllabic English words. Every word was in a
consonant-vowel-consonant sound sequence, and the six words
in each list only differed in the initial or final consonant sound.
The results indicated errors in discriminating both initial and fi-
nal consonant sounds, and also revealed improvements in the
intelligibility of restored speech [9].

Table 2 lists the correct MRT scores. As the same as results
from objective measurements, the LSF model is also the best
for subjective evaluation, followed by LP and LSF-SRN. The
subjective evaluation confirms again the ability of restoring the
intelligibility of BC speech with the models which base on LP
(LSF, LP, and LSF-SRN).

By evaluation results in both Tables 1 and 2, LSF-SRN was
showed actually a significant blind restoration model for im-
proving not only intelligibility for human hearing systems but
also the spectral distance for a front end of ASR systems.

5. Conclusion
We improved the LP-based model by (1) extending long-term
processing to frame basis processing, (2) using LSF features in-
stead of LP coefficients, and (3) restoring BC signals on a frame
basis. The improved model (LSF) was very efficient in restoring
BC speech, both for intelligibility of human-hearing systems
and for the cepstrum features of ASR systems. The evaluation
substantiated the improved model (LSF) outperformed all the
previous models (LTF and LP). SRN was then applied to pre-
dict the AC-LSF differentials, which are needed to achieve LSF
inverse filtering. The evaluation results demonstrated that we
could blindly predict these LSF differentials and then use them
for a significant restoration model (LSF-SRN). The improved
blind restoration model, LSF-SRN, is currently not only a good
model for blindly improving the intelligibility of BC speech but
also the front end of ASR systems.

We intend to investigate this model over a larger AC/BC
dataset in future work by considering different recording posi-
tions for measurement and also what effect it has on restoring
different syllables and speakers. Building a blind restoration
model that will be as good as the LSF model remains a problem
that needs to be solved in the future.
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